
TEFLON DIE CARE   
 
 
HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR NEW DIE 
 

Your new die is coated with commercial grade, FDA approved Teflon coating to provide a non-stick surface. To 

keep your die in good shape, we recommend the following care to maximize your coating lifespan. 

 

HEAT 

No, Low and moderate heat are the optimal conditions for your die. Too high of heat can 

cause your fats to burn on your die. Never leave a heated die unattended for long 

periods. Frequent wiping down of die will also help reduce baked on fats. Avoid drastic 

temperature changes, such as placing a hot die in cold water. 

 

CLEANING 

The best way to clean your die is to use soap and hot water. 

- DO NOT use abrasive chemicals or cleaners on the Teflon surface.  

- DO NOT use an abrasive sponge / steel wool / wire brush or anything that can scratch or 

gouge Teflon coating.   

 

STORING AND USAGE 

Take care when using / cleaning / dismantling your die to not scratch the surface. When 

storing your die, we suggest ensuring it is always set on a clean surface, never dragged 

across a counter-top and not put in situations where it can become scratched – such as 

carried against a coat/shirt with an exposed zipper, etc. Some clients choose to wrap or 

rest die on a soft, clean non-abrasive material (such as paper towels) to ensure that it is 

protected when not in use or being dismantled.  

 

 
COATING LIFESPAN 
 

Your coating lifespan will depend on care and usage. While the material is FDA approved, excessive scratches 

and flaking of the coating is a sign that it is time to replace.  

 

Should you have an unfortunate accident, or your coating has simply reached its end of life, just arrange to send 

your die punch in. The old coating can be removed and recoated.    

 

 
If you have any questions, never hesitate to reach out to us: 847-730-3938 or sales@angelequipment.net. 
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